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Abstract

We present a unified framework for understanding human social behaviors in raw image sequences. Our model jointly detects multiple individuals, infers their social actions, and estimates the collective actions with a single feed-forward pass through a neural network. We propose a single architecture that does not rely on external detection algorithms but rather is trained end-to-end to generate dense proposal maps that are refined via a novel inference scheme. The temporal consistency is handled via a person-level matching Recurrent Neural Network. The complete model takes as input a sequence of frames and outputs detections along with the estimates of individual actions and collective activities. We demonstrate state-of-the-art performance of our algorithm on multiple publicly available benchmarks.

1. Introduction

Human social behavior can be characterized by “social actions” – an individual act which nevertheless takes into account the behaviour of other individuals – and “collective actions” taken together by a group of people with a common objective. For a machine to perceive both of these actions, it needs to develop a notion of collective intelligence, i.e., reason jointly about the behaviour of multiple individuals. In this work, we propose a method to tackle such intelligence. Given a sequence of image frames, our method jointly locates and describes the social actions of each individual in a scene as well as the collective actions (see Figure 1). This perceived social scene representation can be used for sports analytics, understanding social behaviour, surveillance, and social robot navigation.

Recent methods for multi-person scene understanding take a sequential approach \cite{21, 11, 31}: i) each person is detected in every given frame; ii) these detections are associated over time by a tracking algorithm; iii) a feature representation is extracted for each individual detection; and finally iv) these representations are joined via a structured model. Whereas the aforementioned pipeline seems reasonable, it has several important drawbacks. First of all, the vast majority of state-of-the-art detection methods do not use any kind of joint optimization to handle multiple objects, but rather rely on heuristic post-processing, and thus are susceptible to greedy non-optimal decisions. Second, extracting features individually for each object discards a large amount of context and interactions, which can be useful when reasoning about collective behaviours. This point is particularly important because the locations and actions of humans can be highly correlated. For instance, in team sports, the location and action of each player depend on the behaviour of other players as well as on the collective strategy. Third, having independent detection and tracking pipelines means that the representation used for localization is discarded, whereas re-using it would be more efficient. Finally, the sequential approach does not scale well with...
the number of people in the scene, since it requires multiple runs for a single image.

Our method aims at tackling these issues. Inspired by recent work in multi-class object detection [33, 34] and image labelling [24], we propose a single architecture that jointly localizes multiple people, and classifies the actions of each individual as well as their collective activity. Our model produces all the estimates in a single forward pass and requires neither external region proposals nor pre-computed detections or tracking assignments.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We propose a unified framework for social scene understanding by simultaneously solving three tasks in a single feed forward pass through a Neural Network: multi-person detection, individual’s action recognition, and collective activity recognition. Our method operates on raw image sequences and relies on joint multi-scale features that are shared among all the tasks. It allows us to fine-tune the feature extraction layers early enough to enable the model to capture the context and interactions.
- We introduce a novel multi-object detection scheme, inspired by the classical work on Hough transforms. Our scheme relies on probabilistic inference that jointly refines the detection hypotheses rather than greedily discarding them, which makes our predictions more robust.
- We present a person-level matching Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model to propagate information in the temporal domain, while not having access to the trajectories of individuals.

In Section 4, we show quantitatively that these components contribute to the better overall performance. Our model achieves state-of-the-art results on challenging multi-person sequences, and outperforms existing approaches that rely on the ground truth annotations at test time. We demonstrate that our novel detection scheme is on par with the state-of-the art methods on a large-scale dataset for localizing multiple people in crowded scenes. Our implementation will be made publicly available.

2. Related Work

The main focus of this work is creating a unified model that can simultaneously detect multiple individuals and recognize their individual social actions and collective behaviour. In what follows, we give a short overview of the existing work on these tasks.

Multi-object detection - There already exists large body of research in the area of object detection. Most of the current methods either rely on a sliding window approach [34, 35], or on the object proposal mechanism [18, 33], followed by a CNN-based classifier. The vast majority of those state-of-the-art methods do not reason jointly on the presence of multiple objects, and rely on very heuristic post-processing steps to get the final detections. A notable exception is the ReInspect [38] algorithm, which is specifically designed to handle multi-object scenarios by modeling detection process in a sequential manner, and employing a Hungarian loss to train the model end-to-end. We approach this problem in a very different way, by doing probabilistic inference on top of a dense set of detection hypotheses, while also demonstrating state-of-the-art results on challenging crowded scenes. Another line of work that specifically focuses on joint multi-person detection [16, 44] uses generative models, however, those methods require multiple views or depth maps and are not applicable in monocular settings.

Action recognition - A large variety of methods for action recognition traditionally rely on handcrafted features, such as HOG [10, 35], HOF [29] and MBH [21]. More recently, data-driven approaches based on deep learning have started to emerge, including methods based on 3D CNNs [23] and multi-stream networks [15, 36]. Some methods [42, 37], exploit the strengths of both handcrafted features and deep-learned ones. Most of these methods rely in one way or another on temporal cues: either through having a separate temporal stream [15, 37], or directly encoding them into compact representations [29, 41, 41]. Yet another way to handle temporal information in a data-driven way is Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). Recently, it has received a lot of interest in the context of action recognition [36, 13, 40, 12]. All these methods, however, are focusing on recognizing actions for single individuals, and thus are not directly applicable in multi-person settings.

Collective activity recognition - Historically, a large amount of work on collective activity recognition relies on graphical models defined on handcrafted features [7, 8, 2, 6, 25, 26]. The important difference of this type of methods with the single-person action recognition approaches is that they explicitly enforce simultaneous reasoning on multiple people. The vast majority of the state-of-the-art methods for recognizing multi-person activities thus also rely on some kind of structured model, that allows sharing information between representations of individuals. However, unlike earlier handcrafted methods, the focus of the recent developments has shifted towards merging the discriminative power of neural networks with structured models. In [11], authors propose a way to refine individual estimates obtained from CNNs through inference: they define a trainable graphical model with nodes for all the people and the scene, and pass messages between them to get the final scene-level estimate. In [21], authors propose a hierarchical model that takes into account temporal information. The model consists of two LSTMs: the first operates on person-
level representations, obtained from a CNN, which are then max pooled and passed as input to the second LSTM capturing scene-level representation. [31] explores a slightly different perspective: authors notice that in some settings, the activity is defined by the actions of a single individual and propose a soft attention mechanism to identify her. The complete model is very close to that of [21], except that the attention pooling is used instead of a max pool. All of those methods are effective, however, they start joint reasoning in late inference stages, thus possibly discarding useful context information. Moreover, they all rely on ground truth detections and/or tracks, and thus do not really solve the problem end-to-end.

Our model builds upon the existing work in that it also relies on the discriminative power of deep learning, and employs a version of person-level temporal model. It is also able to implicitly capture the context and perform social scene understanding, which includes reliable localization and action recognition, all in a single end-to-end framework.

3. Method

Our main goal is to construct comprehensive interpretations of social scenes from raw image sequences. To this end, we propose a unified way to jointly detect multiple interacting individuals and recognize their collective and individual actions.

3.1. Overview

The general overview of our model is given in Figure 2. For every frame $I^t \in \mathbb{R}^{H_0 \times W_0 \times 3}$ in a given sequence, we first obtain a dense feature representation $P^t \in \mathbb{R}^{I| \times D}$, where $I = \{1, \ldots, H \times W\}$ denotes the set of all pixel locations in the feature map, $|I| = H \times W$ is the number of pixels in that map, and $D$ is the number of features. The feature map $P^t$ is then shared between the detection and action recognition tasks. To detect, we first obtain a preliminary set of detection hypotheses, encoded as two dense maps $B^t \in \mathbb{R}^{I| \times 4}$ and $P^t \in \mathbb{R}^{I| \times 4}$, where at each location $i \in I$, $B^t_i$ encodes the coordinates of the bounding box, and $P^t_i$ is the probability that this bounding box represents a person. Those detections are refined jointly by inference in a hybrid Markov Random Field (MRF). The result of the inference is a smaller set of $N$ reliable detections, encoded as bounding boxes $b^t \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times 4}$. These bounding boxes are then used to smoothly extract fixed-size representations $f^t_{\nu} \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times K \times D}$ from the feature map $P^t$, where $K$ is the size of the fixed representation in pixels. Representations $f^t_{\nu}$ are then used as inputs to the matching RNN, which merges the information in the temporal domain. At each time step $t$, RNN produces probabilities $p^t_{\nu, k} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_i}$ of individual actions for each detection $b^t_k$, along with the probabilities of collective activity $p^t_c \in \mathbb{R}^{N_c}$, where $N_i, N_c$ denote respectively the number of classes of individual and collective actions. In the following sections, we will describe each of these components in more detail.

3.2. Joint Feature Representation

We build upon the Inception architecture [39] for getting our dense feature representation, since it does not only demonstrate good performance but is also more computationally efficient than some of the more popular competitors [35, 28].

One of the challenges when simultaneously dealing with multiple tasks is that representations useful for one task may be quite inefficient for another. In our case, per-
Dense Detection requires reasoning on the type of the object, whereas discriminating between actions can require looking at lower-level details. To tackle this problem, we propose using multi-stage features: instead of simply using the final convolutional layer, we produce our dense feature map $F \in \mathbb{R}^{[2] \times D}$ (here and later $t$ is omitted for clarity) by concatenating multiple intermediate activation maps. Since they do not have fitting dimensions, we resize them to the fixed size $[2] = H \times W$ via differentiable bilinear interpolation. Note that similar approaches have been very successful for semantic segmentation \cite{30,19}, when one has to simultaneously reason about the object class and its boundaries.

### 3.3. Dense Detections

Given the output of the feature extraction stage, the goal of the detection stage is to generate a set of reliable detections, that is, a set of bounding box coordinates with their corresponding confidence scores. We do it in a dense manner, meaning that, given the feature map $F \in \mathbb{R}^{[2] \times D}$, we produce two dense maps $B \in \mathbb{R}^{[2] \times 4}$ and $P \in \mathbb{R}^{[2]}$, for bounding boxes coordinates and presence probability, respectively. Essentially, $P$ represents a segmentation mask encoding which parts of the image contain people, and $B$ represents the coordinates of the bounding boxes of the people present in the scene, encoded relative to the pixel locations. This is illustrated by Figure\ref{fig:example}.

We can interpret this process of generating $P,B$ from $F$ in several different ways. With respect to recent work on object detection \cite{18,32,33}, it can be seen as a fully-convolutional network that produces a dense set of object proposals, where each pixel of the feature map $F$ generates a proposal. Alternatively, we can see this process as an advanced non-linear version of the Hough transform, similar to Hough Forests \cite{17,5}. In these methods, each patch of the image is passed through a set of decision trees, which produce a distribution over potential object locations. The crucial differences with the older methods are, first, leveraging deep neural network as a more powerful regressor and, second, the ability to use large contexts in the image, in particular to reason jointly about parts.

Let us now introduce $B$ and $P$ more formally, by defining how we convert the given ground truth object locations into dense ground truth maps $B,P$. For each image $I$, the detection ground truth is given as a set of bounding boxes $\{(y_0,x_0,y_1,x_1),\ldots\}$. To obtain the value for the specific location $i = (i_y,i_x) \in \mathcal{I}$ of the ground truth probability map $P$, we set $P_i = 1$ if $y_0 \leq i_y \leq y_1, x_0 \leq i_x \leq x_1$ for any of the ground truth boxes, and $P_i = 0$ otherwise. For the regression map, each location $i$ represents a vector $B_i = (t_{y_0}, t_{x_0}, t_{y_1}, t_{x_1})$, where:

$$
\begin{align*}
t_{y_0} &= (i_y - y_0)/s_y, \quad t_{x_0} = (i_x - x_0)/s_x, \\
t_{y_1} &= (y_1 - i_y)/s_y, \quad t_{x_1} = (x_1 - i_x)/s_x,
\end{align*}
$$

where $s_y,s_x$ are scaling coefficients that are fixed, and can be taken either as the maximum size of the bounding box over the training set, or the size of the image. Ultimately, our formulation makes it possible to use ground truth instance-level segmentation masks to assign each $i$ to one of the ground truth instances. However, since these masks are not available, and there can be multiple ground truth bounding boxes that contain $i$, we assign each $i$ to the bounding box with the highest $y_0$ coordinate, as shown in Figure\ref{fig:example}. Note that, $B_i$ are only defined only for $i : P_i = 1$, and the regression loss is constructed accordingly.

The mapping from $F$ to $B,P$ is a fully-convolutional network, consisting of a stack of two $3 \times 3$ convolutional layers with 512 filters and a shortcut connection \cite{20}. We use softmax activation function for $P$ and ReLU for $B$. The loss is defined as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{L}_{det} &= - \frac{1}{|\mathcal{I}|} \sum_{i} \hat{P}_i \log P_i + \\
&\quad \frac{1}{\sum_i \hat{P}_i} \sum_i \hat{P}_i \|\hat{B}_i - B_i\|_2^2,
\end{align*}
$$

where $w_{reg}$ is a weight that makes training focused more on classification or regression. For datasets where classification is easy, such as volleyball \cite{21}, we set it to $w_{reg} = 10$, whereas for cluttered scenes with large variations in appearance lower values could be beneficial.

### 3.4. Inference for Dense Detection Refinement

The typical approach to get the final detections given a set of proposals is to re-score them using an additional recognition network and then run non-maxima suppression (NMS) \cite{24,33}. This has several drawbacks. First, if the amount of the proposals is large, the re-scoring stage can be prohibitively expensive. Second, the NMS step itself is by...
no means optimal, and is susceptible to greedy decisions. Instead of this commonly used technique, we propose using a simple inference procedure that does not require re-scoring, and makes NMS in the traditional sense unnecessary. Our key observation is that instead of making similar hypotheses suppressing each other, one can rather make them refine each other, thus increasing the robustness of the final estimates.

To this end, we define a hybrid MRF on top of the dense proposal maps $B^*$, which we obtain by converting $B$ to the global image coordinates. For each hypothesis location $i \in I$ we introduce two hidden variables, one multinomial Gaussian $X_i \in \mathbb{R}^4$, and one categorical $A_i \in \mathcal{I}$. $X_i$ encodes the “true” coordinates of the detection, and $A_i$ encodes the assignment of the detection to one of the hypothesis locations in $I$. Note that, although this assignment variable is discrete, we formulate our problem in a probabilistic way, through distributions, thus allowing a detection to be “explained” by multiple locations. The joint distribution over $X_{1:|I|}, A_{1:|I|}$ is defined as follows:

$$P(X_{1:|I|}, A_{1:|I|}) \propto \prod_{i,j} \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \|X_i - X_j\|^2 \right)$$

(4)

where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation parameter, which is fixed.

Intuitively, (4) jointly models the relationship between the bounding box predictions produced by the fully-convolutional network. The basic assumption is that each location $i \in I$ on the feature map belongs to a single “true” detection location $j$, which can be equal to $i$, and the observation $X_i$ should not be far from the observation $X_j$ at this “true” location. The goal of inference is to extract those “true” locations and their corresponding predictions by finding the optimal assignments for $A_i$ and values of $X_i$.

In other words, we want to compute marginal distributions $P(X_i), P(A_i), \forall i \in I$. Unfortunately, the exact integration is not feasible, and we have to resort to an approximation. We use the mean-field approximation, that is, we introduce the following factorized variational distribution:

$$Q(X_{1:|I|}, A_{1:|I|}) = \prod_{i} \mathcal{N}(X_i; \mu_i, \sigma^2) \cdot \text{Cat}(A_i; \eta_i),$$

(5)

where $\mu_i \in \mathbb{R}^4$ and $\eta_i \in \mathbb{R}^{|I|}$ are the variational parameters of the Gaussian and categorical distributions respectively. Then, we minimize the KL-divergence between the variational distribution (5) and the joint (4), which leads to the following fixed-point updates for the parameters of $Q(\cdot)$:

$$\eta_{ij}^\tau \propto -\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \|\mu_i^\tau - \mu_j^\tau\|^2,
\alpha_i^\tau = \text{softmax}(\eta_i^\tau),
\mu_i^\tau = \sum_j \alpha_{ij} \mu_j^{\tau-1},$$

(6)

where $\tau \in \{1, \ldots, T\}$ is the iteration number, $\alpha_i^\tau \in \mathbb{R}^{|I|}$, $\sum_j \alpha_{ij}^\tau = 1$ is the reparameterization of $\eta_i^\tau$. The complete derivation of those updates is provided in the supplementary material.

Starting from some initial $\mu^0$, one can now use (6), (7) until convergence. In practice, we start with $\mu^0$ initialized from the estimates $B^*$, thus conditioning our model on the observations, and only consider those $i \in I$, for which the segmentation probability $P_i > \rho$, where $\rho$ is a fixed threshold. Furthermore, to get $\mu^\tau$ we use the following smoothed update for a fixed number of iterations $T$:

$$\mu_i^\tau = (1 - \lambda) \cdot \mu_i^{\tau-1} + \lambda \cdot \hat{\mu}^\tau,$$

(8)

where $\lambda$ is a damping parameter that can be interpreted as a step-size.

To get the final set of detections, we still need to identify the most likely hypothesis out of our final refined set $\mu^\tau$. Luckily, since we also have the estimates $\alpha_i^\tau$ for the assignment variables $A_i$, we can identify them using a simple iterative scheme similar to that used in Hough Forests [5].

That is, we identify the hypothesis with the largest number of locations assigned to it, then remove those locations from consideration, and iterate until there are no unassigned locations left. The number of assigned locations is then used as a detection score with a very nice interpretation: a number of pixels that “voted” for this detection.

3.5. Matching RNN for Temporal Modeling

Previous sections described a way to obtain a set of reliable detections from raw images. However, temporal information is known to be a very important feature when it comes to action recognition [29, 41]. To this end, we propose using a matching Recurrent Neural Network, that allows us to merge and propagate information in the temporal domain.

For each frame $t$, given a set of $N$ detections $b^t_n, n \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$, we first smoothly extract fixed-sized representations $f^t_n \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times D}$ from the the dense feature map $F^t$, using bilinear interpolation. This is in line with the ROI-pooling [33], widely used in object detection, and can be considered as a less generic version of spatial transformer networks [22], which were also successfully used for image captioning [24]. Those representations $f^t_n$ are then passed through a fully-connected layer, which produces more compact embeddings $e^t_n \in \mathbb{R}^{D_e}$, where $D_e$ is the number of features in the embedded representation. These embeddings are then used as inputs to the RNN units.

We use standard Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [9] for each person in the sequence, with a minor modification. Namely, we do not have access to the track assignments neither during training nor testing, which means that the hidden states $h^t_n \in \mathbb{R}^{D_h}$ and $h^{t+1}_n \in \mathbb{R}^{D_h}$, where $D_h$ is the number of features in the hidden state, are not necessarily corresponding to the same person. Our solution to this is
very simple: we compute the Euclidean distances between each pair of representations at step $t$ and $t-1$, and then update the hidden state based on those distances. A naive version that works well when the ground truth locations are given, is to use bounding box coordinates $b^t$, $b^{t-1}$ as the matching representations, and then update $h^t_n$ by the closest match $h^t_{n_*}$:

$$n^* = \arg\min_m \|b^t_n - b^{t-1}_m\|_2,$$

$$h^t_n = \text{GRU}(e^t_n, h^t_{n_*}) .$$

Alternatively, instead of bounding box coordinates $b^t$, one can use the embeddings $e^t$. This allows the model to learn a suitable representation, which can be potentially more robust to missing/misaligned detections. Finally, instead of finding a single nearest-neighbor to make the hidden state update, we can use all the previous representations, weighted by the distance in the embedding space as follows:

$$w^t_{nm} \propto \exp(-||e^t_n - e^t_{m*}||_2^2),$$

$$\sum_m w^t_{nm} = 1, \quad (11)$$

$$h^{t-1} = \sum_m w^t_{nm} h^{t-1}_m, \quad (12)$$

$$h^t_n = \text{GRU}(e^t_n, h^{t-1}). \quad (13)$$

We experimentally evaluated all of these matching techniques, which we call respectively boxes, embed and embed-soft. We provide results in Section 4.2.

To get the final predictions $p^t_i$ for collective activities, we max pool over the hidden representations $h^t$ followed by a softmax classifier. The individual actions predictions $p^t_{i,n}$ are computed by a separate softmax classifier on top of $h^t_n$ for each detection $n$. The loss is defined as follows:

$$L_{CI} = - \frac{1}{T \cdot N_C} \sum_{i,c} p^t_{i,c} \log p^t_{i,c},$$

$$- w_I \frac{1}{T \cdot N \cdot N_I} \sum_{i,n,a} p^t_{i,n,a} \log p^t_{i,n,a},$$

where $T$ is the number of frames, $N_C$, $N_I$ are the numbers of labels for collective and individual actions, $N$ is the number of detections, and $\bar{p}$ is the one-hot-encoded ground truth. The weight $w_I$ allows us to balance the two tasks differently, but we found that the model is somewhat robust to the choice of this parameter. In our experiments, we set $w_I = 2$.

4. Evaluation

In this section, we report our results on the task of multi-person scene understanding and compare them to multiple baselines. We also compare our detection pipeline to multiple state-of-the-art detection algorithms on a challenging dataset for multi-person detection.

4.1. Datasets

We evaluate our framework on the recently introduced volleyball dataset [21], since it is the only publicly available dataset for multi-person activity recognition that is relatively large-scale and contains labels for people locations, as well as their collective and individual actions.

This dataset consists of 55 volleyball games with 4830 labelled frames, where each player is annotated with the bounding box and one of the 9 individual actions, and the whole scene is assigned with one of the 8 collective activity labels, which define which part of the game is happening. For each annotated frame, there are multiple surrounding unannotated frames available. To get the ground truth locations of people for those, we resort to the same appearance-based tracker as proposed by the authors of the dataset [21].

4.2. Baselines

We use the following baselines and versions of our approach in the evaluation:

- **Inception-scene** - Inception-v3 network [39], pre-trained on ImageNet and fine-tuned to predict collective actions on whole images, without taking into account locations of individuals.
- **Inception-person** - similar to previous baseline, but trained to predict individual actions based on high-resolution fixed-sized images of individual people, obtained from the ground truth detections.
- **HDTM** - A 2-stage deep temporal model model [21], consisting of one LSTM to aggregate person-level dynamics, and one LSTM to aggregate scene-level temporal information. We report multiple versions of this baseline: the complete version which includes both scene-level and person-level temporal models, scene, which only uses scene-level LSTM, and person, which only uses person-level LSTM.
- **OURS-single** - A version of our model that does not use an RNN. We report results for ground truth locations, as well as detections produced by our detection pipeline.
- **OURS-temporal** - A complete version of our model with GRU units for temporal modeling. We report results both for ground truth locations and our detections, as well as results for different matching functions.

4.3. Implementation Details

All our models are trained using backpropagation using the same optimization scheme: for all the experiments and all datasets, we use stochastic gradient descent with ADAM [27], with the initial learning rate set to $10^{-5}$, and fixed hyperparameters to $\beta_1 = 0.9$, $\beta_2 = 0.999$, $\epsilon = 10^{-8}$.

We train our model in two stages: first, we train a network on single frames, to jointly predict detections, individual, and collective actions. We then fix the weights of the
The quantitative results on the volleyball dataset are given in Table 1. Whenever available, we report accuracies both for collective activity recognition and individual action recognition. For variants of our methods, we report two numbers: when the output of our detection pipeline was used (MRF), and the ground truth bounding boxes (GT). Our method is able to achieve state-of-the-art performance for collective activity recognition even without ground truth locations of the individuals and temporal reasoning. With our matching RNN, performance improvements are even more noticeable. The comparison to Inception-person, which was fine-tuned specifically for the single task of individual action recognition, indicates that having a joint representation which is shared across multiple tasks leads to an improvement in average accuracy on individual actions. When we use the output of our detections, the drop in performance is expected, especially for the detections. We hypothesize that in order to discriminate better between individual actions, it is necessary to look at how the low-level details change, which could be potentially smoothed out during the spatial pooling, and thus they are hard to capture for our RNN.

Table 2. Comparison of different matching strategies for the volleyball dataset. boxes corresponds to the nearest neighbour (NN) match in the space of bounding box coordinates, embed corresponds to the NN in the embedding space e, and embed-soft is a soft matching in e.

Table 3. Comparative results of detection schemes on the volleyball dataset. We report the average accuracy for the collective and individual action recognition.

We also conducted experiments to see if our joint detection using MRF is beneficial, and compare it to the traditional non-maxima suppression, both operating on the same dense detection maps. The results for various matching
strategies are given in Table 3. For all of them, our joint probabilistic inference leads to better accuracy than non-maxima suppression.

4.5. Multi-Person Detection

For completeness, we also conducted experiments for multi-person detection using our dense proposal network followed by a hybrid MRF. Our main competitor is the ReInspect algorithm [38], which was specifically designed for joint multi-person detection. We trained and tested our model on the brainwash dataset [38], which contains more than 11000 training and 500 testing images, where people are labeled by bounding boxes around their heads. The dataset includes some highly crowded scenes in which there are a large number of occlusions.

Many of the bounding boxes in this dataset are extremely small and thus have very little image evidence, however, our approach allows us to simultaneously look at different feature scales to tackle this issue. We use 5 convolutional maps of the original Inception-v3 architecture to construct our dense representation $F$. We do not tune any parameters on the validation set, keeping them the same as for volleyball dataset.

In Figure 5 we report average precision (AP) and equal error rate (EER) [14], along with the precision-recall curves. We outperform most of the existing detection algorithms, including widely adopted Faster-RCNN [33], by a large margin, and perform very similarly to ReInspect-rezoom. One of the benefits of our detection method with respect to the ReInspect, is that our approach is not restricted only to detection, and can be also used for instance-level segmentation.

Figure 5. Results for multi-person detection on the brainwash [38] dataset (better viewed in color).

5. Conclusions

We have proposed a unified model for joint detection and activity recognition of multiple people. Our approach does not require any external ground truth detections nor tracks, and demonstrates state-of-the-art performance both on multi-person scene understanding and detection datasets. Future work will apply the proposed framework to explicitly capture and understand human interactions.
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